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Artist Statement

I am an intermedia student who’s work this year is expressed through both photography and displaying 

everyday objects, and has tackled a variety of  themes throughout its development. At the beginning, I was 

initially distracted by ethical considerations, but whilst taking photographs in various museums, I saw that my 

interest lay more in methods of  display. I became fascinated by how much context can influence the way a 

work is understood, and decided to experiment with this by displaying everyday objects in a formal manner. I 

then explored the aesthetic value these objects held, as well as placing them together in order to create a 

narrative. The constant photographing of  glass cabinets resulted in my interest being drawn to the reflections I 

was seeing within them, and how photography can capture the reflections of  myself  and the surrounding 

environment. Lockdown strongly influenced my work, as I no longer had a formal context to display, and as a 

result, had to find inspiration in my own home. Throughout my project, an underlying theme was to capture 

this chapter of  my life, and this certainly became a central focus when I went into self  isolation. I used this to 

my advantage by recording the everyday increasingly through a lens, testing compositions and experimenting 

with reflections. I was drawn to the significance that windows held during this pandemic, and used them as a 

canvas to capture my photography. In doing this, my images capture a variety of  reflections of  both the interior 

and exterior of  my home, and combines them in a way that plays with visual reality. 



Semester One: Sept-Dec 2019



“In Conversation: Ethics In Photography”, a book displaying of  a collection of  quotes from the interviews I 
conducted with various students, 148x210mm, 2019



“Ethics In Discussion with Malcolm MacCallum”, filmed interview discussing the ethical issues 
surrounding the displaying of  human remains with the curator of  the Anatomy Museum, 19mins 

38s, 2019,  

Link found here: https://media.ed.ac.uk/my-media

https://media.ed.ac.uk/my-media


“Skull Repatriation”, digital photography taken 
during the ceremony where the University of  
Edinburgh returned several skulls back to the 

Vedda Tribe from Sri Lanka , 2019



Semester Two: Jan-May 2020



“Confrontation”, digital photography taken in the British Museum, 2020



“How many do you see? I see three”, 
digital photography taken at the 
People's Museum in Edinburgh, 

2020



“Project Space”, a collection of  random objects 
painted white and displayed against a fabric 
lined cabinet, ECA, 2020, 207x 173cm,



“Chromophobia”, collection of  everyday 
objects painted white and displayed in a 

glass cabinet, ECA, 2020, 190 x 173cm 
(estimate)



“Pre Drinks”, a collection of  objects from 08/02/2020 at Flat 2F1 Simon Square, installed in 
glass cabinet, Sculpture Court, ECA, 2020, 200 x 173cm (estimate)



“Deadlines”, a collection of  objects showing what I drank on 12/02/2020 whilst completing my 
dissertation, installed in glass cabinet, Sculpture Court, ECA, 2020



“Books, booze and food- the student life”, digital photography and objects installed in glass cabinet, 
Sculpture Court, ECA, 2020



Lockdown Work: March-May 2020



“Family Portrait”, digital photography, 
2020



“Teapot”, digital photography, 2020



“Through the eyes of  a companion”, digital photography, 2020



“My new world”, digital photography series, 2020



“Windowsill”, digital photography, 2020



“Me two”, digital photography, 2020



“Reflections and me”, digital photography 
series, 2020



“Together apart”, a series of  digital photographs all simultaneously taken at 20:30 on 
17/04/2020 by friends separated during the coronavirus lockdown, 2020



“Reflections and me”, digital photography series, 2020



“Reflections and me”, digital photography series, 2020



“My new reality”, digital photography series, 2020


